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Specifications

Voltage (V) 220-240

Hz Frecuency (Hz) 50-60

Current (A) 390mA

Power factor (Cos fi) 0.93

LED number 90

L

IP Tightness index 20

L

IK Impact resistance 10

Body color 9006

Diffuser Material PC-O

Body AL

K Colour temperature 4.000K

CRI Colour rendering index >80

Measures 1,432x80x80

LUM
Flux (lm) 4.93

Electrical isolation CI
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References

LED LUM K

490429 37W 40W 390mA 3lm 4.93 4.000K 1,432x80x80

Dimensions
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Photometry

Info

You need DALI drive
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On request

Presence and brightness sensor (mod. 
1x/2x 1.200mm/1.500mm)

Dali

K

WAS(*Not compatible for 37W luminaires)
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Technologies

Overstorm

OVERSTORM technology is designed for those luminaires that 
normally face electrically aggressive environments. It provides 
the product with three spheres of protection: In the outer 
sphere, an independent surge protector suppresses eventual 
voltage surges, in the intermediate sphere the drivers are 
prepared to withstand voltage peaks of up to 6 kV and 10kV. In 
the nuclear sphere, the protection in the LED module is 
provided both at its input, for small surges that have not been 
filtered by the external spheres.
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Solutions S

CTE
Pack

description

Regulation for the contribution of natural light to comply with 
the requirements of the CTE. Independent control of two lines 
of dimmable DALI luminaires with sensor to install in a 
luminaire or surface box. Preconfigured for easy operation.

Was
Indoor

description

The WAS INDOOR solution is specifically aimed atincreasing the 
well-being of users in places suchas hospitals, nursing homes, 
wellness centres, classrooms and offices. The circadian lighting 
is applied in workplaces to improve visual conditions, comfort 
and the workers’ performance, resulting in a higher productivity 
and a better development ofthe company.

Bluetooth
package

description

Casambi version of our fixtures that enables through any 
Bluetooth® terminal via free APP that offers the control of flow 
regulation, color,scene configuration, behavior linked to 
schedules. Multiple accessories can be configured to work 
onthe same network to unify the control of one ormore spaces, 
being able to create groups, scenes and dynamic sequences to 
measure. The Bluetooth® device is valid for any DALI luminaire.

Info

For more information on the different solutions compatible with 
this luminaire, consult the following BIDI codes or on the web 
www.grupoprilux.com


